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When it comes to learning how to fit, Marta and I have tried it all. 
We’ve been involved with computer patterns, pattern designing kits, 
drafting, draping, measuring, muslins—you name it. After years of 
hands-on teaching and fitting thousands of DIFFERENT bodies,  
we’ve found a way to teach fit that we love. We have been fine-tuning 
our techniques, and sewers are now calling it The Palmer/Pletsch 
Tissue-Fitting Method. We have been training teachers from around 
the world since 1990. What they tell us is, “IT WORKS!!!” A teacher 
who knows how to fit, regardless of method, is your gold mine for 
sewing beautifully fitted clothes.

We have worked closely with the major American pattern companies 
since 1975. We believe that pattern companies do an amazing job 
in providing good designs, sewing instructions, and standardization. 
We’ve had the unique experience of being able to ask questions 
firsthand. We’ve learned why they do things and how they constantly 
work to improve their products. 

Some people criticize pattern companies without understanding why 
decisions were made. For example, someone criticized an EASY 
McCall’s design for having an “unnecessary” seam. The reason for 
that seam was that the style couldn’t be efficiently cut out in a size 22 
without it. That doesn’t mean we can’t eliminate the seam if we want 
to. Always remember that the pattern is the manuscript; YOU are  
the editor! 

You can use our techniques with patterns from ALL pattern companies 
including the many independent designer patterns. 

My career started with teaching sewing, but evolved to teaching fit. 
Marta Alto and Susan Pletsch were catalysts. You the consumer gave us 
the audience on which to practice. McCall Pattern Company published 
the tools we now use. 

In 1976, Susan and I started traveling and teaching in fabric stores, 
and eventually Marta joined us. 

To teach pant fit, we sewed a pant pattern in gingham in all sizes and 
let women try them on during our seminars.

When the pattern we used was discontinued, we approached Vogue 
about doing a pant fit pattern. They were receptive, but cautious. We 
were not clothing designers or celebrities like their other licensees. We 
developed a pattern with outlets to lengthen the crotch and larger “in 
case” seam allowances, “in case” you’d need them. 

We taught how to sew the pattern in gingham using the checks to help 
identify fit issues. The next year we did a dress fit pattern with the same 
features. Both were branded “The Measure-Free Fitting System.”Pati and Susan’s first 

Vogue pattern

Marta and Pati 1974

Marta, Susan, and I together at a 
book signing.
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take the tissue-fitting “leap of faith.” After tissue- 
fitting a basic fitted dress, we went directly to 
altering fashion patterns in tissue, then in fabric. 
We decided to take the risk! It worked well,  
giving us newfound confidence. The tissue became 
our “muslin.”

WHERE DID THE IDEA COME FROM?

While working on this new fit book, Marta and 
I wondered how we ever started tissue-fitting in 
the first place. I remember doing it in my classes 
at Meier & Frank department store in the 1970s. 
Marta thought I taught her, but I thought she taught 
me! I remember having students try on the tissue to 
check length and width, but not much more. Marta 
used it in her custom sewing business.

I believe that my college textbook, Clothing 
Construction by Evelyn Mansfield, introduced me 
to tissue-fitting. I still have that book and the only 
notes I wrote in the entire book were in the fitting 
chapters—possibly an indication of the future! 

EARLY SEWING BOOKS AND FIT

We love reading old sewing books because it 
is a peek into lives of the time. For example, 
you might be told to “wear a well-fitted corset 
when measuring.” Or you will read about “figure 
defects, irregular figures, figure faults, and problem 
figures”—what we politely call body variations 
today. (My, we’ve come a long way!) These old 
books show how to use patterns before the tissue 
was printed and when markings were perforations 
in the tissue. Of course, our interest was mainly in 
how they taught fit. See a selection on the next page. 

In our book, Mother Pletsch’s Painless Sewing, 
written in 1975, we have you take nine width and 
six lengthwise measurements to determine your 
best size. Once we started tissue-fitting, Marta took 
only ONE measurement, the high bust. I resisted, 
still wanting to measure the bust and high bust 
and compare them. The first edition of Fit For Real 
People included both measurements. Ten years 
later we revised the book and took out the full 
bust measurement. (Read about the high bust in 
Chapter 4, Buy the Right Size.)

Once you are in the right size, the other measure-
ments aren’t necessary, because you will be trying 
on the tissue. You will alter the tissue by adding or 
subtracting to the edges or slashing and spreading it. 

We like to say, “What 
you see is what you 
get!” When you like 
what you finally see, 
you can go directly to 
your fashion fabric. 
Cut, then pin it 
together and try on in 
order to tweak both 
sides of the body.

After writing several 
books, Susan and I 
switched from Vogue 
to designing for McCall’s in 1980. In the mid-’80s 
Susan left the business, and in 1985 Marta and I 
started teaching our 4-day workshops in Portland.

We learned a lot traveling and teaching 3-hour 
seminars and giving fit advice based on what we 
saw when students tried on the gingham bodices, 
but when we held our first fit workshop in 1990, we 
got hands-on experience. We tissue-fitted a basic 
fitted dresss, but to make sure it worked, we had 
everyone make a muslin. That resulted in no time 
to fit more fashion patterns. That is when we had to 

Marta fabric-fitting
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WORKING WITH THE  
PATTERN INDUSTRY

After toying with the idea of designing our own fit 
pattern, Susan and I decided that it would be better 
for sewers if we put our ideas into commercial 
patterns that use standard body measurements 
and are widely available. I feel grateful for being 
able to work closely with the pattern industry. I have 
worked with some of the same people I started 
with at Vogue before the company merged with 
McCall’s. I’ve learned a lot about patterns and 
what drives decisions. Susan, Marta and I have 
given mountains of feedback to McCall’s based on 
having had boots on the ground teaching for so 
many years. 
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PALMER/PLETSCH PATTERNS 
EVOLVED

Susan and I were the first educators licensed by 
a pattern company. On the following pages, I 
have highlighted when we did something new 
and different in patterns. (Note how the pattern 
envelopes have changed over the years.) I’ve 
written hundreds of guidesheets and now my 
daughter, Melissa Watson, has a line of patterns. 
They are under the Palmer/Pletsch brand because 
she too includes fitting instructions in her patterns.

1995 Marta and Pati visited McCall’s. They show 
Behnaz Livian, head pattern maker, and Sid Tepper, 

design director, where to put alteration lines on patterns.

1927—The Art of Dressmaking by the Butterick 
Publishing Co. This is the first book in which we found 
mention of both tissue-fitting and fabric-fitting. Tissue-
fitting was for length adjustments. For fabric-fitting, 
they show a 1920s loosely fitted straight chemise. For a 
full bust, add more horizontal bust darts. They did not 
add width or length. Butterick patterns had 3/8” seam 
allowances at that time with another 3/8” added to the 
side and sleeve seams called “outlet” seam allowances. 
If your hips were significantly larger, you were told to 
buy the pattern by the hip measurement. There was no 
mention of making a muslin. 

1943—The Complete Book of Sewing by Constance 
Talbot. She spent 10 years as editor of Butterick Fashions 
and then Simplicity Patterns. “Take 21 measurements. It is 
easier to measure a dress that fits well than your body.” 
Trying the tissue on the body is shown in one drawing and 
it says to make length and width adjustments. Then in 
muslin, make other adjustments. The solution for full bust 
is adding darts, but not length or width.

1950—Sewing Made Easy by Mary Lynch. Instead of 
a corset, you are told to wear a good girdle and brassiere 
and measure over a dress. Try on the tissue for length and 

width adjustments only. “Always make as few changes in 
the pattern as possible, for too much alteration is likely to 
spoil the original design of the pattern.” If you need more 
width, add it when cutting. “Slash and spread alterations 
are discouraged because of their difficulty.”

1953—Clothing Construction by Evelyn Mansfield, 
Michigan State College. Contrary to Lynch, Mansfield 
says, “Take measurements over a slip, not a dress. For the 
bust, measure...slightly above the largest circumference.” 
(Interesting! Maybe she felt it worked better.) She says to try 
on the tissue to check for ease, balance, and placement of 
basic lines, but alterations are determined in muslin. This 
is the most complete book to date showing flat-pattern 
alterations. 

1970—Vogue Sewing Book by Butterick Publishing, 
edited by Patricia Perry. Take many measurements to 
determine size. “The size you choose should be the one 
whose measurements correspond most closely to your 
own.” There is no mention of tissue-fitting. It is the first 
book in which before and after alterations are shown in 
muslin. The alterations are illustrated better and more 
completely than in previous books.

EARLY SEWING BOOKS
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1977— 
Vogue 1798 
Susan Pletsch and 
I designed a pant 
fitting pattern for 
Vogue branded 
Measure-Free. 

1978— 
Vogue 2098,  
a basic dress fit 
pattern was added. 
Outlets and larger 
seam allowances 
were included in 
both patterns and 
the instructions 
were to make the 
fitted garment in 
1/4” gingham check  
fabric. Both patterns also 
included less-fitted fashions 
for further practice. 

1980—McCall’s 7263, 
the first pattern we did 
for McCall’s, the 8-Hour 
Blazer. The guide showed 
tissue-fitting to check shoul-
ders, waist length, and hip  
and sleeve width, but no 
alterations. These early 
McCall’s Palmer/Pletsch 
patterns were branded 
Personalized Instructions  
by Palmer & Pletsch.

1986—McCall’s 2718 
basic fit dress pattern was 
like the one we did for 
Vogue using outlets and 
gingham. You could let  
out the outlets to make  
fitting easier. It was the last 
single-sized pattern in the 
McCall’s catalog when the 
pattern was discontinued  
in 2015. 

NOTE: In 1992, the enve-
lope was changed to make 
it more clear that it was a fit 
pattern. The sloper was fea-
tured instead of the fashion. 
However, the contents were 
the same. It may still be 
available from the McCall’s 
website for some time.

1988—McCall’s 3826 
showed tissue-fitting and 
how to add width to hips 
in a pattern with a cut-on 
sleeve. This may be the  
first pattern to show an 
alteration.

1989—McCall’s 4373 
showed tissue-fitting and 
how to alter a yoke for 
square and sloping  
shoulders.

1989—McCall’s 4558 
jacket guidesheet showed 
trying on the tissue AND 
how to alter in four places. 
The new line was branded 
Designer Details Made 
Easy by Palmer/Pletsch  
for McCall’s.

1994—McCall’s 7244 
showed tissue-fitting the 
skirt for sway/flat back and 
width. Flat-back tuck lines 
were printed on the back 
tissue as well as swayback 
seamlines. This may be the 
first with alteration lines 
printed on the tissue. The 
new logo says Palmer/
Pletsch, the FIT EXPERTS.

1994—McCall’s 6985 
showed one illustration  
of tissue-fitting and said 
we’ve been doing it in our 
workshops, but suggested 
making View D, the long 
version of the shorts, in 
gingham. The guide showed 
the order of fitting to elim-
inate baggy back and 
included illustrations of the 
alterations. We began to 
learn the importance of the 
order or sequence of fitting.

PALMER/PLETSCH PATTERNS
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NEW FIT PATTERNS

2014—McCall’s 6901  
A new pant fit pattern with 
all sizes in one would make 
it easier for those using 
the pattern to teach pant 
fit. They’d never be out 
of a size. It was branded 
Palmer/Pletsch, Fashion 
That Fits.

2015—McCall’s 7279 
Our previous dress fit 
pattern created in 1986  
did not include anything we 
were currently teaching. The 
new pattern is multisize with 
all sizes in one envelope 
with just three sizes printed 
on each sheet of tissue. It 
has alteration lines on the 
tissue and fit instructions 
in the guidesheet. Use it to 
learn how your body varies 
from the most fitted pattern. 
You can also sew it as a 
fashion dress using the style 
variations included. The 
brand was changed to  
The Palmer/Pletsch 
Tissue-Fitting Method.

2016—McCall’s 7352  We 
added a shoulder princess 
dress fit pattern to the line.

2017—McCall’s 7407 
and 7380 Melissa Watson 
designs for McCall’s feature 
the Palmer/Pletsch  
Tissue-Fitting Method.

1997—McCall’s 9023  
was one of the first in 
a new series branded 
Palmer/Pletsch Fit For 
Real People, Fashion for 
Every BODY. This is the 
first series to have many 
alteration lines printed 
on the tissue as well as 
how to tissue-fit and alter 
a pattern included in the 
guidesheet. 

The alteration lines  
resulted from a challenge by 
then-president of McCall’s, 
Bob Hermann, to make 
patterns that would fit  
baby boomers 
better. After trying 
to come up with a 
solution, I told him 
it was not possible because 
there is no standard body 
shape for someone over 50. 
My suggestion was to make 
altering easier by adding 
alteration lines on the tissue 
pattern pieces. Our new way 
to alter a princess design for a  
full bust was first used  
in this design.

2002—McCall’s 3740 
became the new learn-to-
fit-pants teaching pattern 
with alteration lines on 
the tissue and fit in the 
guidesheet. By 2002, all 
Palmer/Pletsch patterns  
were multisize. A new 
brand was added, Classic 
Fit —The Perfect Pants.
 
2006—McCall’s 5239, 
the next new pant fit  
pattern, had the same 
features. 

Measure this 
opening at the 
SEAMLINE, 
not at the cut 

edge.

Close and 
tape dart at 

Line 2
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THE FUTURE

With the previous pioneering authors, we were 
inspired to continue their journey of finding easier 
fitting methods. The Palmer/Pletsch Tissue-Fitting 
Method took years of R & D to make it easy to use 
and to teach. We practiced it on a lot of willing 
students! Thank you!

In 1998, confident in our 
methods and after four 
years of writing and photo-
graphing “real people,”  
we launched our new book 
Fit For Real People. It was 
the first book to feature  
tissue-fitting and new ways 
of altering. Marta and I 
claim it took over 30 years 
to write, and it did! 

We are not done, because when we teach we keep 
learning. And now, 20 years after writing the first fit 
book, we have much more to share.

Marta, Melissa, and I are working to continue to 
improve fit instructions and perfect the method.  
We will continue to include the method in our 
McCall’s patterns and workshops. We also offer 
digital classes online, on DVDs, and streamed 
from our website. We train teachers throughout the 
world to teach tissue-fitting. A teacher directory is 
available at palmerpletsch.com. 

What a great journey we’ve had in the fashion 
sewing industry. We thank you for being so 
supportive over the years.  

FOND MEMORIES

with the McCall’s team circa 1995

passing the 
baton—Melissa 

fitting Pati

the Palmer/Pletsch team in 1989  
Some were traveling educators.

with Sue Neall, 
who trains 

sewing teachers 
in Australia, 
leading Pati 
to dub her 

“Palmer/Pletsch 
Australia”

1976, Palmer/Pletsch founders teach Marta’s method. 
Oh my, the hair!


